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Background  

“ILRI and CIAT are partnering to support the government of Ethiopia in its fight against COVID-19. An initial discussion between ILRI 

experts and the Health Ministry (HM) focused on ‘mass-sampling’ to seed up texting aligned with the financial and human resources of 

the country. While a protocol was being drawn for pooled sampling, a request from the HM came to support them identify vulnerable 

areas so that they can prioritize their testing. With this, ILRI colleagues explored within the CGIAR and found CIAT to have good 

experts in geospatial analysis. This was discussed between ILRI and CIAT experts and an agreement was reach to support the 

government exercise. CIAT then pooled experts from the so called ‘coalition of the willing (CoW) – soil scientists, agronomists, 

geospatial analysis experts and data scientists who volunteered to join forces and support the agricultural transformation agenda of the 

country through embedding ‘digital solutions’ and also engage in emerging issues. With such pool of experts, ILRI and CIAT decided 

to engage few of the experts to support the zonation and other COVID-19 related interventions in the country. This a very timely and 

interesting intervention not only to engage in practical problems but also harness CGIAR exerts to tackle real problems and serve as a 

cream to the upcoming One CGIAR”.  

Under the help and mentorship of Dr. Luelseged of CIAT and  some CoW members, my role was delimited to tasks such as 

synchronization and adjustment of mobile app, Qfield, for COVID-19 related field data collection, optimal allocation of  logistics and/or 

services needed for  boosting Addis Ababa city preparedness  due pandemic fighting, information generation regarding the trend of the 

pandemic in Ethiopia in general and in Addis Ababa specifically, and adoption and/or customization of spatiotemporal COVID-19 

prediction model. This report has therefore three parts including (1) Locating the logistics (facilities and/or services) needed for 

preparedness to fight Pandemic with focus to COVID-19 hotspot sub cities of Addis Ababa; (2) preliminary information generation on 

COVID-19 trend:  an information needed to work on flattening of the curve; and (3) Spatiotemporal COVID-19 prediction and 
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surveillance model adoption. The spatiotemporal prediction model discussed in part three could be deployed in health minister to predict 

the risk and the cluster of COVID-19 pandemic in space and time. The tool could also be used for any other kind of transitive diseases. 

Part_1: Locating the Logistics with Focus to COVID19 Hotspot Sub Cities of Addis Ababa. 

This part was focused on identifying and mapping the necessary facilities and / or services required to fight the pandemic and to find 

the optimal path to and from the facilities. This was also part of boosting the city preparedness effort in the course of fighting COVID_19.  

1.1 Data source and work flow  

1.1.1 Source; 

1. COVID-19 response unit: Geospatial Information Institute (GII)_ (EthioNSDI)¸MOH 

2. Food store: AA city Administration, GII 

3. Police station and health center:  Open street map 

4. Potential isolation center: open street map and then self-reorganization  

5. Market and guilt:  Open street map, GII, Addis Ababa City administration  

6. Retail and  Unions: AA city administration 

1.1.2 Work flow  

❖ Major task: Network Analysis  

• Service area and optimal path determination: The network analysis ‣ Service area (from layer) algorithm determines: 

given a point layer, all the reachable areas given a distance or a time value. The output layer represents the maximum   

service area coverage i.e. each service reach from the point features given a travel cost.  

• Facilities and/or services which includes COVID_19 response units, food stores, health center, market and guilt, retails, 

unions, potential isolation centers at the time of peak mass testing (schools, open spaces), and police station were then 

spatially located (figure 1, 2, 3, and 4) using network analysis approach.  
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1.2. Spatial Distribution of the Available Facilities for Fighting the Pandemic 

In this part I simply tried to locate all the available facilities (figure 1) focusing on the hotspot sub cities identified; just to show what 

is available and where and what is not available. This could be an informative as it shows the spatial distribution of the available 

efforts and/ or facilities. 

 

Figure 1.spatial distribution of the available facilities for fighting the pandemic 
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1.3 Locating COVID-19 Response Unit  

The figure below showed   the service area (time and distance cost) and optimal path to and from COVID_19 response unit in 4 selected 

COVID_19 hotspot sub cities. The analysis bases time and distance costs, not carrying capacity and modernity of the response unit   due 

to data gaps. The map depicts part of the subs cities / communities that could be served by each Covid_19 response unit   based on the 

travel time / distance unit(3000m) given by the analysts. 

 

Figure 2.service area (time and distance cost) and optimal path to and from COVID_19 response unit in 4 selected COVID_19 hotspot sub cities 
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1.4. Location Allocation of Food Stores  

The location_ allocation of food stores (the service area they could covered given time and distance cost, 1000m, and the optimal path 

from and to the store is depicted in figure 3 below.  The available food items, storage capacity of each store are not considered in the 

analysis due to data gaps. Only the accessibility of each store is shown in the amp. As depicted in the amp I think availability of food 

store looks good despite their poor pattern, ambiguity on the availability of food items inside, and non-disclosure of their existence to 

the general public. 

 

Figure 3.location_ allocation of food stores (the service area they could covered given time and distance cost) , and the optimal path from  and to the store . 
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1.4 Location Allocation of Potential Isolation Center  

 The location allocation of the potential isolation center, their service area coverage (distance _time cost), and the optimal path from and 

to the center was done to address the scenario what if the   COVID_19 cases overwhelmed the identified response units (depicted in 

figure 4).  Schools and open space were thus considered for the analysis of this part, and the same workflow as what is used in figure 2 

were employed. Time and distance cost – from   and to the Isolation center.  In this case, I tried to reach Kalkidan’s material. 

 

Figure 4. potential isolation center, their service area coverage (distance _time cost), and the optimal path from and to the center 
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Part 2.  COVID_19 Trend: A Preliminary Information in Ethiopia:   

This part was a trial to get updated on COVID -19 cases in general and to catch the status of COVID-19 infection with the focus to take 

brave observation at the trend, and then to flatten the curve of Covid_19 infections. The information was therefore generated using 

COVID_19 analytics library developed for COVID case and the function called covid19.data. analysis in R-computing environment. 

The SEIR model is based on the total population of Ethiopia (114,580,493), confirmed cases, and recovery. This information thus better 

presented in figure 5,6 and 7 below.  

 

Figure 5.Cases in Ethiopia   as of May 13 2020 
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• The graph below showed the Change in confirmed and recovered Covid_19 cases with the data as of 07 may 2020 

 

 

Figure 6.change in confirmed and recovered cases 
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• SIR Model (Susceptible, Infected, and Recovered) based on current the total population 

 

Figure 7.SIR MODEL 
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Part 3: Spatiotemporal COVID_19 Prediction Model: SpatialEpiApp 

The motive for doing this part was just because of the fact that the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic fighting effort in Ethiopia and in Addis 

Ababa city administration specifically lacks and/or requires efficient, applicable disease surveillance tools. In this part, we have thus 

gone through many literatures, focused on spatiotemporal prediction of transitive diseases, to identify the fittest for the purpose 

predictive model for COVID_19 and to adopt it without investing precious of resources. And the focus was also to take the technological 

late comer advantage as developing tools and technologies from scratch in this tightened period is unworthy. Hence, in the near decadal, 

many spatio temporal diseases surveillance tools, packages and models have been developed. But, some of them are not for free, others 

are not easily implementable and demands sophisticated programs though they are free. 

In this regard, we got SpatialEpiApp, a shiny web application (Chang etal.,2016), developed by Morga(2017)  the fittest and for the 

timely response of  the demand from the Addis Ababa city administration. The adoption and customization of such kind of models and 

tools is thus helpful   to support the COVID_19 surveillance task force of Addis Ababa city by providing the spatiotemporal distribution 

information of the pandemic. It is also useful to guide the when and where of the policy measures enforcement-time and space bounded 

measures like mass testing, lockdown/staying at home, social distancing etc. and to detect the direction, risk level /magnitude, and spread 

speed of the pandemic. 

The SpatialEpiApp package runs a Shiny web application that allows to visualize spatial and spatio-temporal disease data, estimate 

disease risk and detect clusters. The application allows to fit Bayesian disease models to obtain risk estimates and their uncertainty by 

using R-INLA, and to detect clusters by using the scan statistics implemented in SaTScan. The application allows user interaction and 

creates interactive visualizations such as maps supporting padding and zooming and tables that allow for filtering. It also enables the 

generation of reports containing the analyses performed. 
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The applicability of SpatialEpiApp for COVID_19 pandemic spatiotemporal prediction and surveillance was thus tested in the Addis 

Ababa city administration, the details of the experimentation process of the tool for COVID_19 spatiotemporal predictions is briefly 

discussed in the next sub sections. 

3.1 The How Part: Over View About the Tool 
 

 

Figure 8. The mechanics behind the tool: overview 
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3.2. Pages of the Tool  

3.2.1 Input page (1st interface) 

The tool needs three input;(1) spatial domain for the analysis in .shp format, in our cases shape of a combined Adis Abab sub city ;(2) 

.CSV files containing the COVID_19 case recorded in each date for each sub city starting from the day when COVID firstly introduced 

in the city, the population of each sub city; and (3) the temporal unit (figure 9 below). 

   

Figure 9.input page 
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Figure 10.content of the inputed data 
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 3.2.2 The Analysis page 

In the ‘analysis’ page we can visualize the data, perform the statistical analysis, and generate reports. On the top of the page there are 

four buttons(figure11). The first one is ‘Edit Inputs’ and is used when we wish to return to the input page to modify the analysis options 

or upload new data. The second button is ’Maps Pop O E SIR’. This button creates plots of the population, Observed, expected and SIR 

variables.The third  and fourth  buttons are used for estimating  the disease risk and their uncertainty, and for the detection of diseases 

clusters , respectively. The Analysis page aslo contain four tabs called ‘Interactive’ , ‘Maps’,’Clusters’ and ‘Report’ that include tables 

and plots with the results. Details are discussed in the following sections. 

 

Figure 11.Analysis page 
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3.2.2.1 The Map tab: 

The button ’Maps Pop O E SIR’ creates maps and temporal trend plots for the variables population, observed, expected and Susceptible Infected 

and Recovery(SIR) for each of the dates in the study time period (2020-03-13 up to 2020-06-04) (figure 12 and table 1 below) 

 

Figure 12.SIR_result: Map Tab 
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Table 1.SIR _result_ Map Tab 
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3.2.2.2 Risk Estimation  

When the button ’Estimate risk’ is clicked, the application estimates the risk of COVID_19 and obtains lower and upper limits of 95% credible 

intervals showing the uncertainty of the estimates. To obtain these value the tool fits the Bayesian model by using R_INLA. Since the type of the 

analysis selected in the input page is spatiotemporal, the model fitted is the one presented by Bernardinelli et al. (1995). Thus risk and lower and 

upper limit of 95%credible intervals can be obtained by clicking the Estimate risk button as shown in figure below for case of Adis Ababa City.   

 

Figure 13.Risk of Covid_19 estimation tab  
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3.2.2.3 Clustering  

When clicking the button ’Detect clusters’ the program executes the SaTSacan software to detect spatiotemporal cluster. In this case, the program 

first creates the input files required by SaTSacan, the SaTSacan is executed, and finally the results are processed to generate the plots and tables with 

the detected clusters. This is preformed using 999 Monte Carlo simulation and a level of significance equal to 0.005. The cluster tub here in this case 

therefore shows, for each of the dates of the period of study (2020-03-13 to 2020-06-04), a map with the clusters detected and a plot with all clusters 

over time (figure 14, table 2 below) 

 

Figure 14.Cluster_detection_In Addis Ababa city  
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Table 2.Clusterized sub cities 
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4. Conclusion  

SpatialEpiApp is an interactive and dynamic tool developed mainly for space time disease surveillance. It is easiness   for application, 

the possibility to customize it, and the consideration of   SIR model, makes it the fittest for the purpose for COVID_19 spatio temporal 

prediction. I therefore believe that the tool can be fully deployed in health minister for the surveillance of the COVID_19 pandemics 

and for other similar kind of diseases. The information generated using this tool could be a good indicator for COVID_19 interventions 

by the health practitioner.  

Mapping and location allocation of services and facilities needed in the course of fighting COVID_19 pandemics is very much significant 

to identify what is available and where, and what is not available. Such an information is also worthy to Ministry of Health and Addis 

Ababa city administration to evaluate themselves in terms of preparedness for the case of emergency and to identify the service delivery 

gap and to act accordingly. 
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